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Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a catastrophic condition requiring chronic care. Despite
an enormous amount of research in the area of SCI, the neurological prognosis for a
patient with complete SCI remains dismal.�e contribution of occupational therapy
in the rehabilitation of SCI patients has been widely documented. Recently, the
�eld of occupational therapy has seen advances like virtual reality, tele-occupational
therapy, sensory training, functional electrical stimulation, and mirror image
therapy. �ough these advances have the potential for an enormous impact on SCI
patients, there is little documented evidence regarding it.

�e purpose of this special issue is to encourage publications related to advances
in occupational therapy and their impact on SCI patients. We encourage therapists,
engineers, and surgeons to submit their papers to this special issue.�is special issue
shall cater to not only medical aspects but also innovative ideas from an engineering
perspective which may revolutionize the current state of occupational therapy.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Rehabilitation of SCI patients using virtual reality

How occupational therapy for SCI patients can be made more �nancially
accessible using technology

Development of new assessment tools/tool kits for SCI patients

Robotic technology for cognitive and functional training

Surgeons perspective to advanced occupational therapy and its impact a�er
SCI surgery

Technological innovations in occupational therapy of SCI patients: engineers
perspective

Advances in at-home care/tele-occupational therapy of SCI patients

Psychosocial aspect and its advances in occupational therapy of SCI patients

Tele-mentoring of occupational therapists: sharing knowledge across borders

Sensory motor disorder and social participation in a patient with SCI: role of
OT

Functional electrical stimulation and role of sonography imaging in SCI

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/oti/otmi/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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